NOMINATIONS OPEN FOR AWARDS, PRIZES, AND LECTURERS

INCLUSIVITY AWARD
for significant sustained work to broaden access to mathematics
Due October 1

DANIEL SOLOW AUTHOR'S AWARD
for undergraduate teaching materials creators
Due October 1

GUNG & HU AWARD
for extraordinarily successful service to Mathematics
Due December 1

MARY P. DOLCIANI AWARD
for distinguished contribution to the mathematical education of k-16 students
Due October 1

HENRY ALDER AWARD
for distinguished teaching by a beginning mathematics faculty member
Due October 1

MERITORIOUS SERVICE
for remarkable service to an MAA Section
Due October 1

Writing Awards

ALLENDEROEFER AWARD
Mathematics Magazine

TREVOR EVANS AWARD
Math Horizons

HALMOS-FORD AWARD
The American Mathematics Monthly

PÓLYA AWARD
College Mathematics Journal

HASSE PRIZE
Recognizes an excellent article in an MAA Publication

Submit your nominations at maa.org/awards